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\textbf{Abstract:} In order to enable researchers to fully stimulate thinking and promote the technological innovation spirit and thinking of researchers, the paper will have the opportunity to analyse and explore the computer model of the "divergence-convergence" oriented thinking process from the perspective of researchers' cognitive thinking, Based on the principle of thinking to promote design and its implementation method, a technological innovation thinking model of thinking to promote model design is established. The paper adopts cognitive thinking model and rrrinkophapy data analysis method to verify the validity of the application of computer model. This paper uses the thinking process computer model to build a platform for researchers to assist the thinking process to promote the computer model, which can have a guiding role in the researcher's technological innovation development.

1. Introduction

The biggest driving force of product technology innovation mainly comes from the profit of the market. Only the market can meet the user's product demand from the market more, and can obtain the user's profit from the market more. The harsh international market competition environment makes it difficult for some users' product requirements to be achieved technically. Therefore, technological innovation has become a key component of product innovation and design. At present, the technical innovation thinking process of the complex product design process is very complicated. Through in-depth research on the thinking process of more than 2.5 million complex technical innovation patent inventions, literature [1] proposes a technical innovation that is mainly suitable for research and analysis to solve complex practical problems. Theories and methods have continuously improved the research of technological innovation for nearly 20 years.

This article deeply explores the patterns and characteristics of designers' design thinking at different stages of the product design process and the abstract design thinking strategies and the rules of preference for their selection direction. Based on the construction of the rules of product design process, it draws on its “The "divergence-convergence" design thinking model adopts the "wide-deep-first" design thinking strategy as its implementation guideline, and proposes a product design thinking model. The model of product design thinking is closely related to the product design work strategy and the reasonable organization of enterprise human resources, making the abstract product design thinking strategy and its rules more specific and practical, which can be applied to organize and guide the enterprise product design workflow Thinking framework [2].

2. Problem solving of product modeling design

From the perspective of design logic, the design process of overall product modeling is a complex and generalized problem design and solution process. The design process and results may ultimately require not a specific final problem solving of an actual design problem, but some kind of "middle"
solution that transitions from the state of the initial design problem to the final problem solution. As the development of application scenarios of design problems changes, the solution accordingly adjusts and changes the problems accordingly. The solution process is shown in Figure 1. For the same type of design problem, the solution may also change due to different actual application scenarios [3].
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Figure 1. The same design problem solving and problem scenario

At the same time, the analog problem domain of product design problem solving cases is a typical domain of complex and poorly structured design rules. In this problem structure, the initial target state of the problem (requirements for product modeling design), the final target operating result state of the problem (result of product modeling design), and the actual operating result processing method for the problem (rules for product modeling design) It is not clear, so the problem of complex product modeling is difficult to be solved through the analogy inference process of design rules. It is necessary to complete the analog solution of product modeling problems through the expert knowledge of the product modeling designer and the experience accumulation of the designer. Reasoning process. The experience of designers and the knowledge of experts in other professional fields and the designers of product design (such as reliability, product design process, etc.) have greater logical uncertainty and ambiguity than the experience of other designers. Many product design strategies adopted by the company are based on analogy case design, through modeling and analysis of past or others, to generate new ideas and knowledge, so as to provide references for stylists and creative design. Therefore, the product design process of complex problem solving is a complex and typical analogical reasoning process [4].

2.1 Design thinking leads the problem solving process

The expression of human emotions and various physical and chemical activities has brought about the activities and production of human thinking, and when human thinking activities appear, they have greatly changed these thinking activities. So some psychologists use this analogy. He said: The generation of human thinking is like turning a huge stone into a huge pool. It will stimulate our entire existing thinking activities and waves. But this simple analogy is inappropriate because we should think of our thinking wave as a catapult caused by one thing. Because waves entering the water cause thoughts, and our thoughts expand and twist these waves. This shows that if you want a real designer to innovate in product design, you must attach great importance to its important position and role.

2.2 Basic design process of product modeling

Product design itself is a systematic product design project, so in traditional product design, it is often difficult to fully understand and accurately grasp the problem. Therefore, the product design
process often needs to be organized in an orderly manner. According to the characteristics of the product design and the regularity of the program, it reflects the different stages and aspects of the product designer’s behavior, and each link must fully demonstrate a clear product design [5].

As shown in Figure 2, it is a basic method and design workflow. Each design stage of this process should have its own methods and theories to guide the design, and the dashed lines that describe how research depicts numbers are part of the conceptual stage. Of course, this should also be an important part of a good design work formally came out before. We should first of all draw the designer's attention to this issue. We should be able to clearly understand the concept of intermittent part design. The "design" of the intermittent part at this stage includes a discussion of the modified design, a simple conceptual diagram and a three-part design. What really runs through these three design work is undoubtedly our designers' design concepts and thinking at this stage, which can be said to be their correct diagnosis and understanding of this stage of design concepts and tasks. From this idea that we can open up and develop, that is to say, we must use the completion of design work to form a more standardized model and design thinking of bionic design thinking to provide our designers with a broader design space for thinking and theoretical reference at this stage of design.

Figure 2. Basic design process of product modeling

3. First-class product design, advanced thinking model flow, product technology innovation

The design thinking process model design process can be roughly divided into three main stages in the overall plan: the task analysis from the generation plan to the plan design process, the conceptual design and task goals are determined, and the identification and analysis stages for the overall analysis of the main goals and tasks; 2. Concept refinement and detailed concept fusion into a series of comprehensive solutions and comprehensive schemes, which are the main goals and tasks of the controllable stage; 3. The concept of controllable and a large number of design schemes are finally evaluated and selected Scheme synthesis is the stage of comprehensive scheme selection and evaluation of main objectives and tasks. Design convergence thinking is from countless various concepts. The concept of convergence in the whole process produces divergent thinking as the main mode of thinking and the concept of dominance, and the process of divergence and convergence
projects produces the main mode of divergence and convergence thinking is the dominant thinking the way.

As shown in Figure 3 is a complete design object relationship thinking unit model and data flow. Multiple design object relational thinking units directly constitute a complete design object relational thinking model. The experience of design objects in practice and the number of experience and levels of relational thinking units may also vary with the design objects and relational unit designers. Different and different. Generally speaking, the more complex the design object, the easier the designer's experience is lacking, and the greater the number of relationship unit experience and levels. The plan for integrating the core design stage adopts a multi-dimensional divergent and convergent way of thinking. By excluding specific and complex designs that do not meet the basic means of understanding and similar plans, the number of plans and specific designs is gradually reduced in an orderly manner. And eliminate complex design methods that do not conform to the original understanding and similar schemes, and gradually realize the design schemes with concrete and reduced numbers of schemes [6].
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**Figure 3. Complete design thinking model flow**

### 3.1 Minimum problem

Only one electric handle can be operated independently to adjust water temperature and volume. When changing the mixing ratio of flow rate and volume, the flow temperature \( t \) must be kept constant, that is, the ratio of \( v_1 \) to the average volume flow of cold and hot water / \( v_2 \) must be kept constant, because \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are synonymous changes; at the same time change the stirring and cold water Temperature \( t \), and the volume of cold water flow than \( v_m \) cannot be changed at the same time, that is, in the United States, the ratio of hot water and \( v_1 + v_2 = v_m \) must be kept constant, \( v_1 \) \( v_2 \) and \( v_2 \) should make each other antisense change.

### 3.2 Analysis of opposing fields and resources

The flow can be adjusted by changing the temperature and volume of the diversion by using special throttle orifice plate and throttle valve. Designers from many countries have participated in the brainstorming method, and have proposed a large number of elastomers that act on fluid shapes, such as plates, wedges, cylinders, cones, balls, and special fluid shapes. They have also successfully proposed \( v_m \) that can control fluids. And \( v_v \) types of fluid movement, such as movement, rotation.
3.3 Definition of physical contradiction

And use the orifice and throttle valve to independently adjust the amount of water in the water flow. When adjusting the amount of water, the volume of cold and hot water is equal to the change of the flow rate v1 and v2; water adjusts the volume, with v1 and v2 as antisense changes. The water temperature is not affected by the adjusted water volume, and the water volume is not affected when the water temperature is adjusted.

3.4 Removal of physical contradictions

In the example of two different orifice control holes as evidence, there are only two pairs of two parallel straight boundaries parallel to the movement direction between the throttle adjustment parallel to the border as two of the two different orifice plates The boundary line between the doubles is the parallel part, which fully guarantees that the two VVT throttles adjust the VVM and the parallel movement and independence. This directly determines how to ensure that the movements of the two motion regulators can make a certain rotation angle with each other and they must be a linear adjustment movement. Therefore, there must be two directions in each exchange section, two parallel four straight lines as a transverse frame, so as to avoid two completely different adjustment directions happening at the same time when adjusting a movement in a different direction, one decides to change its moving direction.

4. Use a computer to simulate the thought process

According to the existing structured design framework for designing innovative thinking characteristic models, the framework of CAI system design workflow is established. Based on the theory of researching many existing design thinking characteristics of design innovation methods, matching and comparing the thinking characteristics of innovative system design techniques and their morphological design thinking models and characteristics with different thinking processes of designers (such as morphology) In the analysis stage, the designer uses the convergent and divergent thinking model as the main mode of thinking, and the cai integrated thinking system provides designers with innovative morphological thinking analysis that uses divergent thinking as the convergent method of thinking. Innovative thinking method morphological analysis is the main auxiliary thinking method; in the morphological comprehensive thinking stage, the designer takes the convergent thinking method as the main mode of thinking, and the cai comprehensive thinking system provides designers with the essence of abstract thinking.Convergent thinking, thinking tree Combine with the definition and conversion of thinking between trees as the main way of thinking and other assistance, etc.), provide a suitable designer at the appropriate stage and timing to innovate design technology and thought resources, inspire the designer, design for To meet the needs of its characteristic design thinking, as shown in Figure 4 [7].
Figure 4. The process of designing an innovative thinking design model the computer model is used to assist the process of implementing innovative thinking design

The process model of system architecture design, guiding thought, rational organization and management provides a rich and innovative computer information technology resources and solutions to effectively support nature-inspired innovation and design practice designers effectively support the analysis of innovative design, synthesis and evaluation the creation, production, decomposition and integration of the design process, the evaluation and selection of the project's innovative design concept. According to the thinking forms and characteristics of different design stages, provide corresponding computer resources and solutions to support the design strategy. According to the design thinking of the model mode, a comprehensive analysis of the convergence process of the designer with divergent thinking as the main form of thinking and breadth first as the main design strategy [8]. Therefore, at the stage of determining the design task, provide root cause analysis, in-depth analysis of fmea, quality management and resource allocation priority design strategies, and provide multiple designers from multiple angles to choose free designer design inspiration from natural divergent thinking consider a full range of design tasks. Use problem rules and database models to organize and manage innovative design of task models. Integrate the design task list into inventory, and analyze the design task mode and the satisfaction of the original design for comparison, evaluate the designer's design task satisfaction naturally inspired convergent thinking, and determine whether the design task list is reasonable. If the design ideas and tasks of the list mode reasonably meet the needs, then give a list design task list, the task list or return to the original design entry, perform statistical analysis table set point, and then consider the setting process.

5. Conclusion

Product design technology innovation is an extremely complex cognitive psychological problem, and the types of thinking and technological innovation in the design process are also diverse. From the scientific perspective of cognitive psychology design, study the inherent cognitive thinking law of product design and the research of product designers building mental models, and the specific model law of abstract thinking in product design, taking the law of design thinking as the design
organization and design resource The information push guide, for various types of design thinking and inspiring information resources, by providing various products for the various stages of design, accurately established the automation of the cai design workflow to build a variety of in line with product design internal thinking rules The automated computer software and auxiliary operating system and another application for improving the efficiency of its targeted and automated auxiliary systems provide another simple and easy-to-operate technological innovation approach.
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